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Introduction
The euroscepticism of former Czech Prime Minister and current Czech President
Václav Klaus and his centre-right Civic Democratic Party (ODS)has been widely
remarked upon since at least the early 1990s. However, with a few significant
exceptions,
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the eurosceptic positions of the effective founder of the Czech centre-

right and his party have not been analysed in detail. More surprisingly, the shift by
ODS in the late 1990s to a more strident euroscepticism committed to defend Czech
national interests against the European Union, if necessary to the point of remaining
outside the EU, has hardly been addressed in scholarly writing. This is doubly
surprising, given how ODS fits poorly the profile of eurosceptic parties in East and
Central Europe identified by early comparative research. This suggests that such
parties are usually the far right or far left groupings committed to anti-establishment
ideologies, which remain outside normal coalition-building politics, or traditionalist
conservative forces rooted in historical nationalism.2
ODS, by contrast, is a relatively new party created largely to promote free market
reform and has been a key political actor in Czech politics since its foundation in
1991. It was the dominant partner in the 1992-97 centre-right coalition which,
negotiated the dissolution of Czechoslovakia in late 1992 and subsequently
implemented many of the key policies of post-communist transformation in the
independent Czech Republic. After parliamentary elections in June 1998, although
formally an opposition party, ODS retained significant influence through
institutionalised co-operation with a minority Social Democratic government, only
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moving into opposition sensu stricto after the June 2002 elections, when the Social
Democrats formed a coalition with smaller centre parties.
Some analysts have explained the euroscepticism of Klaus and his party as an
‘instinctive’ position resulting from their neo-liberal ‘Thatcherite’ ideology and
identification with British conservatism, later bolstered by a growing awareness of the
asymmetrical relationship between the EU and East Central European accession
states.3 Others have seen it as a ‘nationalist card’ prompted by the move to opposition,
electoral opportunism and a self-interested desire to preserve clientelistic networks,
threatened by the prospect of accession.4 Such commentaries have a certain validity,
but leave much unexplained Firstly, there is an apparent contradiction in viewing
Klaus’s party as simultaneously nationalistic, dogmatically committed to imported
ideological models and politically opportunistic. There is no explanation of explain
why eurosceptic elements of British New Right ideology should be ‘instinctively’
taken up by ODS, when other aspects of its agenda such as ‘family values’ and
welfare reform, were largely ignored by the party. Nor do they explain why ODS, but
not the incumbent, europhile Czech Social Democrats (ČSSD), also widely accused of
practising etatism and clientelism,5 should turn to euroscepticism to defend party
political networks or vent frustration at the one-sided nature of accession. Finally, and
most significantly do they account for the changing nature of the euroscepticism of
the Czech centre-right or link it coherently with the development either of the Czech
party system or of ODS as a party. This paper seeks to address these questions both
empirically and by relating the case of ODS to emerging debates on party-based
euroscepticism . It begins by mapping the euroscepticism of ODS and its leader in the
changing domestic and European contexts of the 1990s. It then seeks to relate these
findings to emerging typologies of party-based euroscepticism in the comparative
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literature and the unfolding debates about the causal mechanisms underlying
eurosceptic parties’ stances on Europe. It concludes by arguing that the ideology
versus strategy dichotomy in which these debates have been usually been framed fails
to take account of the close link between the two for parties on the Central European
centre-right, such as ODS, whose origins as vehicles of regime change leave them
increasingly lacking in both organisational and ideological cohesiveness.

Mapping the Euroscepticism of the Czech Right
Integration with Western Europe as a Rejection of 'Third Ways'
The Civic Democratic Party (ODS) has its roots in Civic Forum (OF), the broad
umbrella movement, that formed in the Czech lands to oppose Czechoslovakia's
crumbling communist regime during the ‘Velvet Revolution’ of November and
December 1989. The Forum was the dominant force in the new Czechoslovak and
Czech governments elected in June 1990, but was quickly plagued by internal
divisions. In April 1991 the Civic Democratic Party was founded by the Forum’s
emerging ‘right-wing’, a loose alliance of neo-liberal economists, conservative
dissidents and anti-communist activists, who had rallied to Václav Klaus, then Federal
Finance Minister, when he had challenged the centrist ex-dissidents for the
movement’s leadership in late 1990. ODS convincingly won the June 1992 Czech and
Czechoslovak elections, attracting the bulk of the pro-reform electorate that had
previously supported OF.6
The divisions within Civic Forum that led to the ODS’s foundation centred almost
entirely on domestic issues of post-communist transformation, such as economic
reform, decommunisation, the restructuring of Czechoslovak federalism, and the
future of the Civic Forum movement itself.7 The desire for closer integration with
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Western Europe, by contrast, was at this time a widely endorsed, uncontroversial ideal
shared, with the partial exception of the Communist Party, across the whole of the
Czech political spectrum. However, to the limited extent that 'Europe' did become a
matter of mainstream domestic political contestation in the immediate post-transition
period, it did so as part of an emerging Czech right-wing critique of dissident-led
'civic' politics. To the right, the policies of former dissidents in the Civic Forum-led
government, and in particular their commitment to creating new innovatory forms of
non-ideological, participatory democracy, represented a dangerous reworking of
reform communist aspirations of the 1960s to find a Third Way between Soviet-style
communism and Western liberal capitalism. The net effect of such policies, the right
argued, was to slow the creation of West European type democratic and market
institutions in Czechoslovakia, leading to economic and political instability. The 1992
ODS election programme consequently rejected ‘ideas that a country which has just
escaped the Russian colonial yoke can enrich a tired democratic Europe with new and
original initiatives and approaches’ arguing that these were ‘third ways … which do
not mean a return to communism, but which do not mean a return to Europe either’.8
To such supposedly left-wing, experimental and utopian ideas, the Right countered its
own belief in ‘tried and tested’, ‘standard’ West European institutions such as
programmatically oriented, hierarchically structured political parties and free markets.
However, the Right’s critique of ‘utopian’ dissident ideas as a threat to
Czechoslovakia’s Europeanisation extended beyond debates over the pace and form of
domestic reform, to take in a distinct position on foreign and European policy. In
1990-91, under Foreign Minister Jiří Dienstbier, a former dissident and close associate
of President Václav Havel, the European policy of Czechoslovakia shifted from a
'utopian' position of dissolving all existing blocs towards seeking pragmatic co4

operation with and eventual membership of the European Community. Such early
equivocation, made the policy a further target of the Right, which saw the existing
West European institutional architecture as another set of ‘standard’, ‘tried and tested’
institutions to be embraced by new post-communist democracies as quickly and fully
as possible. The 1992 ODS programme, therefore, advocated ‘a pragmatic foreign
policy, free of empty gestures, moralising and lecturing others’ in which NATO
membership and ‘the integration of Czechoslovakia into the European Community is
our most important and immediate goal’.
participation of the US’ in Europe

10
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Although strongly supporting the ‘active

and hostile to the EC-sponsored notion of

Central Europe as a potential bridge for trade between the West and the USSR, neither
the programme nor the public statements of ODS leaders at this time, contained any
substantive criticism of EU policies or institutions. Indeed, it was characteristic of the
Right’s discourse on European integration of the early 1990s, that it saw any
questioning of the institutional status quo in Europe as ideologically suspect.

The Euroscepticism of Václav Klaus
The ODS-led Czech coalition government that took office in June 1992 pursued a
European policy radically different from that of its predecessor. The new government
stressed the Czech Republic’s exceptionalism as a political and economic front-runner
suitable for rapid integration with the European Community and rejected regional cooperation within the Visegrad group framework as an artificial, Western-inspired
attempt to recreate ‘Eastern Europe’, which would hold back the advanced Czechs’
prospects of EU membership. ODS programmatic documents therefore consistently
favoured EU entry, but tended to balance positive evaluation of the EU with mildly
expressed concerns over the preservation of diversity and national sovereignty. The
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1996 ODS election programme, for example, while insisting that integration ‘should
not artificially suppress the diversity of nations and cultures’, identified EU
membership as the party's main foreign policy goal. EU membership, it argued, would
bring ‘peace, security, stability and economic prosperity ’to citizens of all member
states.11 The only specific position taken on the institutions of the EU was a demand
that ‘the sovereignty and powers of the Union should be derived from the sovereignty
and powers of individual states’.12 However, from 1992, in a series of speeches and
articles for both domestic and international audiences, the new Czech Prime Minister
Václav Klaus developed a more assertive critique of the EU and its prospects for
enlargement. This contained three key elements:


An 'Anglo-Saxon' neo-liberal economic critique of the EU as an inefficient, overregulated and 'socialist' structure dominated by self-seeking bureaucratic elites
whose far-reaching political ambitions to challenge the United States, were
undermining the original, economic rationale of the Union.



A moralistic ‘Central European’ critique of the EU's self-interest and bad faith in
both the enlargement process and in its relations with East and Central Europe.



A ‘national’ critique of the EU as a threat to Czech national sovereignty and
identity in both in its existing practices and in its plans for further political
integration, sometimes depicted as reflecting German (or Franco-German)
domination of the Union.

'Continentwide Dirigisme'
As a politician committed to neo-liberal positions, Klaus viewed the EU as based on
the collectivist ‘ideological paradigm of the first part of the 20th century’ and
traditions of ‘continentwide dirigisme’,13 reflecting the political concerns of French
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Gaullism and German Christian Democracy at the time of its foundation. He also
detected left-wing and collectivist tendencies in the Union's current practice, and
specifically in ‘excessive regulation and bureaucratisation’ and ‘ballooning welfare
states’ which he saw the EU as both supporting and extending. Like many neoliberals, he therefore argued that the Union needed internal reform not so much to
facilitate enlargement than to maintain Europe's global competitiveness.14 Such neoliberal criticisms were, however, relatively unfocused, sometimes failing to
distinguish between the EU and domestic social and economic arrangements
determined by national governments. The one key exception can be found in Klaus's
detailed analysis of the Euro and its political implications. Klaus argued that because
in fiscal terms EU states did not constitute an optimal currency zone, EMU was
therefore ‘above all a political project’,15 but one, crucially, which lacked an adequate
political basis. Klaus noted that, when economically diverse states united into a single
currency zone, large transfers from richer to poorer regions were usually necessary.
This required political solidarity based on a strong, shared politically identity, usually
a national identity, if it was not to rapidly break down. Klaus illustrated this point by
contrasting the experiences of Germany and Czechoslovakia after 1989. While in
1990 a common national identity had, he believed, successfully underpinned currency
union and political unification in Germany, divergent Czech and Slovak national
identities revealed after the fall of communism had made the maintenance of a an
integrated Czechoslovak federation impossible.

Given the weakness of popular

identification with Europe, Euroland, he argued, lacked precisely such a strong
common political identity. The result, he suggested, of such a currency union would
be that economically less developed regions – regions such as East and Central
Europe - would become caught in a cycle of backwardness, as had occurred with
7

Southern Italian regions following the unification of Italy in the 19th century.16

European Integration and the Experience of Central Europe
Klaus’s euroscepticism of the 1990s was, however, more complex than a simple
transposition of Anglo-American neo-liberalism to post-communist Central Europe. It
also contained a distinctly 'Central European' strand. As noted, Klaus and ODS had
always rejected the institutionalisation of 'Central Europe' in the Visegrad group as a
Third Way attempting to create ‘interval stages, an interval society [which] revived
some kind of ideas of bridges between East and West’,
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an allusion to the ill-fated

and unrealised project of President Beneš for post-war Czechoslovakia. Klaus also
rejected the Visegrad framework because he felt it was politically counterproductive
in failing to address the question of EU membership for Central and East
European states directly or take account their divergent interests. Despite this, aspects
of Klaus's euroscepticism clearly drew on a sense of Central European identity and
experience. This can be seen, for example, in his moralistic arguments that the EEC
was a product of the Cold War, which, in effect, benefited its West European
members at the expense of Central Europe.18 This line of argument echoed the
thinking of more self-consciously 'Central European' writers such as Kundera and
Havel.19 However, Klaus additionally argued, the historical experience of Central
European societies of repeated domination by larger, centralised, supranational
bureaucratic regimes - first under the multi-national dynastic empires and later under
Nazi rule and Soviet hegemony – had left them acutely sensitive to the dangers of
such over-centralisation inherent in the current European project. More significantly,
he suggested, history had left the Czech Republic and other states in the region facing
a ‘double task’ in post-Cold War Europe, one of integrating participating in European
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integration, but also maintaining and rediscovering national identity and national
independence.20 This view is summed up in Klaus’s famous (and repeated) remark
that the Czech Republic faced the task of ‘how to be European without at the same
time dissolving into Europeanism like a lump of sugar in a cup of coffee’.21

Safeguarding National Distinctiveness
A concern with the Czech nation and its character and interests was a notable, if
submerged element in much of ODS's free market agenda throughout the early-mid
1990s. The unexpected emergence in 1993, for the first time in modern history, of a
purely Czech state re-ignited older debates about the meaning of Czech identity and
statehood. This is a debate to which both Klaus and his party contributed by
challenging and reinterpreting key aspects of the Czech national tradition to legitimise
the neo-liberal aspects of their programme. Such reinterpretations of Czech identity
and tradition usually stressed their supposed cultural affinity with neo-liberalism and
the free market.22 A concern with the Czech national interests is also detectable at the
policy level. The assertion of the Czech Republic's position against that of Slovakia
during the protracted attempts to reform Czecho-Slovak federalism in 1990-2,
dovetailed with ODS’s commitment radical economic reform, perceived as in the
Czech but not the Slovak interest. Similarly, the voucher privatisation strategy of the
1992-6 ODS-led government, despite its reliance on market forces, prioritised the
development of national capital over greater foreign ownership , despite the greater
market efficiency and the higher levels of investment the latter might have assured.23
While Czech politicians such as Václav Havel viewed European, national and local
identities as concentric and overlapping and addressed the relationship between them
through a mixture of metaphysical reflection and suggested institutional compromises,
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Klaus and ODS saw the relationship as conflicting in markedly zero-sum terms.

They consequently sought to mount a vigorous defence of the Czech national state as
a guarantee of national identity and political self-determination against the
supranational or regional institutions promoted by the EU, both of which they viewed
as inefficient, undemocratic and irreparably lacking in political, cultural and historical
legitimacy.25 Czech ‘Europeanism’ (evropanství), Klaus suggested should, therefore,
be interpreted as ‘obligations to safeguard and preserve our distinctive features’.26

Crisis and Realignment on the Czech Right
From the mid-late 1990s it became increasingly clear that, rather than producing the
post-communist economic miracle many had anticipated, the policies followed by the
Klaus government had created an under-regulated, under-capitalised, inefficient
private sector, dominated by politically well connected, rent-seeking groups.27 The
resultant economic malaise undermined the claims of Czech exceptionalism, that had
underpinned much of the ODS position, including its European policy, and aggravated
tensions with its junior coalition partners, the social-market oriented Christian
Democrats (KDU-ČSL) and the free market Civic Democratic Alliance (ODA).
Discontent with Klaus's leadership also grew within his own party. In 1995 pressure
from Josef Zieleniec, the then Czech Foreign Minister and one of ODS’s co-founders
and Deputy Chairs, led to the adoption of a long-term ODS Political Programme of
aims and values with a more 'social', even Christian Democratic focus.28 Such
criticisms intensified when the ODS vote remained virtually static at 29.9 per cent in
the June 1996 parliamentary elections and the centre-right coalition narrowly failed to
retain its parliamentary majority, continuing as a minority administration ‘tolerated’
by the opposition Social Democrats. In November 1997 the incipient crisis facing
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ODS was brought to a head by a party financing scandal that led to the collapse of the
Klaus government.29 Klaus's alleged complicity in the scandal not only prompted his
coalition partners to withdraw from the government but caused a split in ODS itself,
when senior figures in the party called Klaus's integrity and political judgement into
question.30 However, using his immense personal authority, Klaus - who claimed to
have been unaware of the irregularities - was able to mobilise grassroots ODS activists
to resist pressure for his resignation, defeating his opponents by a decisive majority at
a special congress in Poděbrady in December 1997.31 In early parliamentary elections
in June 1998, despite recovering much apparently lost support, ODS was out-polled
by the Social Democrats, who became for the first time the largest Czech party.
Although centre-right parties regained a theoretical parliamentary majority, such were
the tensions between ODS and its former allies, that Klaus unexpectedly opted to
allow a minority Social Democratic government to take office, on the basis of a
written pact (the so-called ‘Opposition Agreement’). This arrangement, partly justified
by its authors as a bi-partisan attempt to ensure that preparations for EU membership
were not disrupted by domestic political instability, endured until scheduled
parliamentary elections in June 2002.

Europe and the ‘New’ ODS
Following the political crisis of 1997, ODS underwent a two year period of
ideological and political realignment in opposition, which saw it adopt a more strident
and higher profile euroscepticism, laying greater stress on patriotism and the need to
defend national interests against the European Union. The party’s revised position on
European integration was systematically developed and incorporated into the party's
programme from summer 1999 at three ideological conferences in Prague in June
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1999, June 2000 and April 2001 as well as at regular party congresses.32 Although
articulated in a range of speeches, articles and policy documents in this period, the
party's new position on Europe was perhaps most fully expressed in its Manifesto of
Czech Eurorealism presented to its Third Ideas Conference in Prague in April 2001.33
Although, as this paper will argue, ODS’s changing position on European integration,
reflected longer term problems of ideology, strategy and institutionalisation, events
outside the Czech Republic seem to have facilitated its more openly critical attitude
towards Western Europe: the Kosovo crisis in 1999 and EU sanctions against Austria
in 2000. . Despite its strong support for Czech membership of NATO, ODS forcefully
criticised allied air strikes against Yugoslavia as both politically counterproductive
and an unacceptable violation of national sovereignty.34 ODS fears that the European
Commission or coalitions of EU states might impinge upon the sovereignty of small,
newly admitted member states by seeking to influence their domestic politics were
highlighted by the party’s outspoken opposition to EU sanctions against Austria.
These were adopted in early 2000 in response to the entry into government of Joerg
Haider's far right Freedom Party (FPO). Despite Haider's hostility to EU’s eastern
enlargement and to the Czech government's plans to complete the Temelín nuclear
power plant, Klaus justified his party’s domestically unpopular stance ‘the lesser
evil’.35
The substance of ODS criticisms of the EU and its preferred model of European
integration remained largely consistent with the views expressed in previous party
documents and in Klaus’s speeches and writings before 1997. The Manifesto of Czech
Eurorealism, for example, repeated earlier ODS criticisms of the Union as a product
of post-war welfare capitalism and criticised the acquis communautaire as ‘above all
the product of various lobbies and corporatist pressures' in member states,
12
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which

served mainly to restrict market forces. It once again noted the lack of a European
political identity and the supposed tendency of federalist models of European
integration to ignore the importance of national identity as a basis for democratic
institutions and ‘reduce it to a mere piece of folk culture’.37 The Manifesto and it
maintained the ODS critique of Western Europe's self-interested approach to EU
enlargement and repeated earlier criticisms of the 'implicit anti-Americanism' of
greater EU political integration, which it interpreted as an attempt by (unnamed)
European states to ‘restore lost great power status'. It then presented a more explicit,
but familiar, preferred model of European integration, advocating an 'intergovernmentalist' approach based on co-operation between sovereign states, extending
mainly to economic co-operation, with limited political co-ordination.38 However, the
position of the 'new' ODS on Europe incorporated a number of significant changes of
emphasis and explicitness in comparison with both the party's earlier official position
and Klaus's personal views before 1997:


A much heavier focus on the nation and the defence of national interests at the
expense of neo-liberal and ‘Central European’ critiques of the EU, justified in
terms of the doctrine of ‘realism’.



Open discussion of the possibility that EU enlargement would be postponed
for a significant period, or that the Union would offer ‘second-class membership’
to Central and East European states, and the contemplation of scenarios for a
Czech medium-term future outside the European Union, which ODS saw as, in
some circumstances, preferable to EU membership.
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A radicalisation of the party's rhetoric and the introduction by ODS of the
defence of ‘national interests’ against the EU as a stance distinguishing it from
political opponents.

The Turn to National Interests
The notion of a ‘national interest’ is a commonplace in English language political
discourse. However, despite the centrality of the nation as a category in Czech
political discourse since at least mid-19th century, Czech nationhood has usually been
expressed in terms of historical rights; the juxtaposition of a Czech (or Slavonic)
civilisation to the German-speaking world; or a Czech(slovak) ‘state idea’ embodying
certain ethical and moral values.39 Indeed, in 1992 even Václav Klaus had argued that
the notion of ‘national interests’ was academic, abstract and removed from real
politics, concluding that defining them was ‘a never ending task for political scientists
and historians, not for practical politicians’.40
References to Czech ‘national interests’ first appear in ODS programmatic documents
in the mid 1990s,41 supplementing or replacing the notion of a Czechoslovak 'state
idea'. The term seems to have entered political usage as a result of overlapping debates
in academic and policy communities following the unexpected emergence of an
independent Czech state in 1993.42 However, the idea of national interests was
relatively unimportant in ODS's ‘balanced’ euroscepticism of early-mid 1990s and
hardly features explicitly in Klaus's writings and speeches of the time. Moreover,
where a Czech national interest was evoked in relation to European integration, it was
almost always used to justify joining the EU, rather than to highlight costs and
conflicting interests in the enlargement process.43
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ODS's tougher, public euroscepticism centring on ‘national interests’ first emerged as
a theme in Václav Klaus’s speech to the extraordinary ODS Congress in Poděbrady on
13-14 December 1997 in the wake of the party’s dramatic and divisive exit from
office. It was developed further at the party's ninth regular congress in Jihlava in April
1998, which incorporated it into the ODS election programme of that year.44
However, these speeches and documents largely recapitulated the party's earlier
position and gave equal or greater prominence to other themes such as privacy,
individual freedom and a ‘cheap state’.45
ODS's more ‘national’ standpoint was first presented as a key plank of party policy at
the party’s first Ideas Conference in June 1999, a shift signalled to the wider public by
Klaus and ODS’s new foreign affairs spokesman Jan Zahradil in newspaper
interviews.46 Klaus, for example, stressed that the concept of patriotism should not be
forgotten, arguing that the homeland (vlast), the nation and the state were ‘natural
entities of human societies with which a person identifies’ contrasting this with the
‘vacuous Europeanism’ upon which a ‘certain organisation’ was being constructed.47
Klaus further argued that the need to defend national identity was becoming more
acute, as the Czech Republic's accession to the European Union became a more
immediate prospect. However, while Klaus's comments represented a change of
emphasis and a clarification of his well-known objections to political integration, the
position set out by Zahradil was more radical and more specific, combining an overall
critique of European integration with specific proposals to reform the EU and modify
Czech accession strategy.48 Zahradil, who had worked a policy specialist Ministry of
Foreign Affairs until 1997, also drafted the ODS policy document, National Interests
in the Real World, which formally established the principles of ‘realism’ in
international relations and the defence of national interests as the basis of ODS’s
15

European and foreign policy.49 Zahradil also headed the working group within the
ODS party foreign affairs commission, which produced the still more detailed
Manifesto of Czech Eurorealism presented to the third ODS Ideas Conference in April
2001.

Czech ‘Eurorealism’
The Manifesto of Czech Eurorealism was one of the fullest and most sceptical assessment
of European integration produced by any mainstream political party is Central Europe
since 1989. Consistent with ODS’s ‘realist’ foreign policy doctrine, the Manifesto of
Czech Eurorealism depicted the EU as a ‘gladiatorial arena’ (kolbiště) opposing
existing members, candidate states, national interest groups and the EU bureaucracy
itself. This, it suggested, made it necessary to reassess both the accession process and
the longer-term prospect of EU membership. Czechs, it suggested, ‘can no longer
settle for a blanket interpretation of our entry to the EU as a final, symbolic end point
to our being part of (pobyt v) the former socialist empire, or today's temporary state of
post-communism’.50 Nor, it argued, should EU accession be regarded as a politically
neutral,

technical

and

administrative process

of adapting to the acquis

communautaire. Rather, the Manifesto stressed, enlargement should be viewed in
terms of its conflicting self-interests as
‘not concerned with the acceptance of candidate countries as rapidly
as possible but with using the accession process to the advantage of
current members. The EU sees the candidate states above all as
markets for its products, sources of beneficial opportunities (výhodné
uplatnění) for its surplus professionals, as well as a source of raw
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materials and cheap, skilled local labour and as a possible buffer zone
against political and security risks in the East and the Balkans’.51
Given such a zero-sum clash of interests, the Manifesto concluded, a careful political
appraisal of the conditions, costs and benefits of EU entry was required. This should a
clear stance on both accession and on the future shape of the Union, which would
reflect and maximise the Czech national interest.52 This new ODS approach to EU
accession was bluntly summed up by the party’s Defence spokesman Petr Nečas in a
speech to its 2001 Ideas Conference, in which he urged Czechs to ‘… gain everything
possible from the EU …. let us not give it a fraction more than we have to. Let us say
fairly, openly and loudly to the Czech public that for us entering the European Union
is not, and will not be, a love match, but a marriage of convenience’.53 The ‘realist’
stress on interest maximisation led the Manifesto’s authors to a further significant
conclusion: that the Czech Republic and other candidate states were committing a
‘strategic error’ in giving greater priority to the rapidity of EU accession, at the
expense of the quality of the terms of entry.54

Alternatives to EU Accession?
This Manifesto’s ‘realist’ view of enlargement as based largely upon national states
and other actors pursuing conflicting self-interests, led its authors to conclude that the
EU side lacked a strong interest in enlargement. This logically implied either a
significant delay in enlargement or the offering of a diluted

‘second class

membership’.55 This in turn necessitated the exploration of alternative scenarios to
(rapid) Czech EU accession. The Manifesto essentially envisaged three such
scenarios: 1) a delay in Czech accession initiated by the EU because of the Czech
Republic’s robust defence of its national interests; 2) a Czech decision to review EU
17

membership if it ‘was unfavourable from the point of view of foreign policy or
national interests’; and 3) a rejection of EU membership by the Czech public in a
referendum. The Manifesto specified several instances in which ‘unsatisfactory’
membership in the EU that might prompt a Czech review of accession to (or
membership of) the EU. These included the consistent marginalisation of the Czech
Republic within the decision-making processes of an enlarged EU; a growth in antiAmericanism and the scaling back of transatlantic links resulting from the Common
Foreign and Security Policy; or a ‘revision of the results of the Second World War’
through an EU-enforced cancellation of the post-war Beneš decrees expelling ethnic
Germans from Czechoslovakia.
The Manifesto concluded by exploring a number of alternative strategies for what Jan
Zahradil termed elsewhere ‘the theoretical possibility of not joining the EU’.56 In
outline, these amounted to two options: 1) the Czech Republic’s participation in the
European Single Market without adopting the full legislative and administrative
burden of the acquis, either through membership of the European Economic Area, the
route taken by Norway;57 or through bilateral treaties with the EU on the Swiss model;
and 2) the development of closer economic and political links with Great Britain,
Scandinavia and the USA in a ‘broad Euro-Atlantic space linked in security, economic
and political terms, rather than a Fortress Europe ranged against the USA’.58

Germany, Europe and the Rediscovery of Traditional Nationalism
Despite sporadic attempts to incorporate traditional Czech national symbols and
myths into its ideology59 the dominant tendency in ODS from its foundation in 1991
until the late 1990s, was an attempt to break with many traditional, historically
derived categories of Czech political thought. These were typically viewed by the
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party’s leaders and intellectual supporters as provincial, utopian and left-wing in
inclination and thus suitable for replacement with more mainstream, ‘tried and tested’
Western ideologies such as neo-liberalism.60 This tendency was also observable in
ODS’s euroscepticism. Thus, for example, although on one occasion Václav Klaus
quoted remarks by Tomáš Masaryk, Czechoslovakia's revered first President, on the
need for a diverse Europe in which small states were not dominated by larger,
centralising powers,61 Klaus based the bulk of his critique of the EU on a neo-liberal
euroscepticism explicitly inspired by British and American thinkers.

In other

contexts, he did not hesitate to say that much of Masaryk’s contribution to politics had
little positive relevance to contemporary Czech society.62
However, after 1997 both Klaus’s and ODS’s discourse on Europe and European
integration began to incorporate traditional Czech nationalist paradigms. This is most
clearly illustrated by their growing tendency to view European integration in terms of
a clash of German and non-German interests. A veiled anti-German undercurrent can
be detected in many ODS statements on European integration during the 1990s.63
Indeed, to a considerable extent, the party’s identity as an ‘Anglo-Saxon’ neo-liberal
conservative party, rather than a Christian Democratic party on the model of the
German CDU or the Austrian OVP, was an assertion of Czech national identity and
independence against the dominance of Austro-German influences in Central
Europe.64 Nevertheless, ODS policy when in government between 1992 and 1997
sought to neutralise the emotive and divisive potential of the Czech-German
relationship. Bilateral negotiations between the Czech and German governments thus
led to the signature in 1997 of a ‘Czech-German Declaration’, which agreed a
compromise formula, addressing the issue of the post-war ‘transfer’ of
Czechoslovakia’s ethnic German population.65
19

From 1999, however, in addition to a ‘realist’, international relations-based concepts
of ‘national interests’, ODS increasingly based its euroscepticism on a more
traditionally Czech nationalist understandings of European politics, explicitly defining
the Czech nation and its interests in opposition to those of Germany and the German
speaking world. Firstly, it explicitly linked existing trends in European integration
with a (supposed) preponderance of German interests in the EU, referring to ‘German’
visions of a federal Europe or to a ‘dominant German conception of the EU’.66
However, the Manifesto of Czech Eurorealism took this a step further by attempting
to align ODS’s preferred neo-liberal model of European integration with the Czech
nation tradition, claiming that liberal-nationalist thinkers of the 19th century such as
Havlíček, Palacký and Masaryk were ‘strikingly close to Anglo-Saxon liberalconservative thought’. 67 This claim was intended to legitimise a neo-liberal model of
integration by grounding it in Czech political tradition, and to delegitimise eurofederalist models by associating them with what Czech historiography had
traditionally seen as its antithesis - authoritarian, centralising German designs for
hegemony in Central Europe.68 Secondly, and more significantly, however, the
Manifesto took up the defence of the Beneš Decrees as a Czech national interest and
explicitly linked them to Czech EU accession, a stance previously taken only on the
Czech left and far right.69 ODS concern with the Decrees as a vital national interest,
which could give cause to contemplate Czech withdrawal from the accession process
or the Union, was first indicated by the Manifesto of Czech Eurorealism. ODS’s June
2002 election programme also paid considerable attention to the defence of the
Decrees, challenges which it depicted as ‘property and perhaps also territorial claims
against the victims of past Nazi aggression’ which could ‘call Czech statehood into
question’.70 During the course of the election campaign, this position was radicalised
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by Václav Klaus in his demand that the retention of the Decrees be legally guaranteed
as part of Czech EU accession.71
Such shifts in the party’s position on ‘national interests’ were accompanied by
radicalisation of its political rhetoric towards to both domestic rivals and foreign
countries. Speaking in 2000, Klaus, for example, described the failure of Czech
europhile politicians to understand that EU accession implied the assertion of Czech
interests as a national community, as a manifestation of a historically rooted lack of
Czech national self-confidence
‘a constantly returning feeling that our state and national existence is
not self-evident (…)not only in underestimating ourselves and accusing
ourselves, and in submitting to great powers and strong allies on the
other, but in accusing and denouncing domestic political opponents for
a lack of devotion to foreign countries’72
This was an allusion to a debate over the character and meaning of Czech national
identity dating back to the 19th century (the so-called ‘Czech Question’). However, in
the same speech, Klaus provocatively termed this alleged mindset a ‘Protectorate
mentality’, a reference to the Nazi occupation of the Czech Lands in 1939-45, which
appeared to equate Czech europhile politicians with wartime collaborators.73 Similarly
strident rhetoric was used in 2002 by the philosopher Miloslav Bednář, one of the coauthors of the Manifesto of Czech Eurorealism and an thinker strongly committed to
defending traditional Czech political thought against intellectual paradigms imported
from the West. Borrowing President George W. Bush’s phrase, Bednář termed
Austria, Germany and Hungary ‘an axis of evil’ for demanding for the formal legal
cancellation of the Beneš Decrees. 74
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Interestingly, the concept of ‘national interests’ was extended by some ODS
politicians to a domestic social policy agenda.. Petr Nečas, one of the leading thinkers
on ODS's neo-conservative wing, for example, argued in 1999 that the nation and
national interests should be asserted not only as a defence against ‘cheap pseudoEuropeanism’, but also to preserve social cohesion against the destructive effects of
social, economic and generational differences.75 Klaus and other ODS leaders initially
distanced themselves from such notions of ‘national cohesion’ (národní soudržnost).76
However, by 2002 the party’s election programme had extended the notion of
‘national interests’ to cover policy areas such the regulation of both illegal
immigration and Vietnamese migrants legally resident in the Czech Republic.77

Explaining the Euroscepticism of the Czech Right
Measuring Euroscepticism
In attempting locate ODS’s evolving euroscepticism in more theoretical and
comparative terms, we are confronted with a range of different explanations of both
the nature and causation of party-based euroscepticism. In one of the most influential
typologies, Taggart and Szczerbiak distinguish ‘hard’ euroscepticism based on
principled, usually ideological, opposition to EU membership or demands which
amount a de facto rejection of membership, and ‘soft’ euroscepticism characterised by
qualified opposition to the EU based on hostility to certain policies or a negative
assessments of the overall costs and benefits of joining.78 An alternative
conceptualisation is offered by Kopecký and Mudde, who propose a two dimensional
typology focusing on the logic of opposition. Kopecký and Mudde measure support
for (or opposition to) existing EU structures on one axis and support for European
integration in principle on a second. This produces four possible party positions: 1) a
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‘europhobe’ category hostile to both the existing EU and the principle of European
integration; 2) a ‘eurosceptic’ category critical of the current European project, but
favouring some alternative model of integration; 3) a ‘europhile’ position favouring
integration both on principle and in its current form; and 4) a ‘euro-pragmatist’
position opposed to integration in principle, but reconciled to EU membership in
practice.79
Both the official positions of ODS of the early-mid 1990s and the more strident
eurosceptic views expressed at this time by Václav Klaus fall squarely within the
limits of Taggart and Szczerbiak’s ‘soft’ euroscepticism and Kopecký and Mudde’s
qualified ‘eurosceptic’ position. In most of his speeches and writings in this period
Klaus presented his views on European integration as sceptical reflections, as
‘questions not answers’ and concerns ‘that should be seriously discussed’.80 At no
time did he or other ODS leaders call into question, even in hypothetical terms, the
necessity or desirability of Czech membership of the EU. Nor was it directly
suggested that any of the Union’s fundamental institutions or any aspects of the
acquis, even those of which he was critical (such as the Euro), should be reformed or
rejected.
ODS’s position on European integration after 1997 also falls in the ‘soft’ eurosceptic
category, as it does not reject EU membership outright. It also remains ‘eurosceptic’
in Kopecký and Mudde’s two-dimensional typology in rejecting existing forms of
integration, rather than integration per se. This highlights the underlying continuities
in ODS’s position, making clear that it had not performed a sudden volte face or
drifted towards extremism, as some domestic critics suggested. Nevertheless, even
using such broad comparative typologies, it is clear that ODS’s revised post-1997
position was more radically eurosceptic than its earlier stance. If we use Taggart and
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Szczerbiak’s criteria for distinguishing ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ euroscepticism, we can
clearly see that the party’s later stance is a‘harder’ eurosceptic position. This is firstly
because after 1999 ODS for the first time advocated Czech non-membership of the
EU in certain circumstances

81

and secondly, because in 2001-2 it made its support

for EU entry conditional on demands (the guaranteeing of the Beneš Decrees), which
were impossible or unlikely to be met. 82
A more nuanced model of party positioning on European integration is presented by
Hooghe, Marks and Wilson. A party’s position on European integration, they argue,
must be viewed as a multi-dimensional response to the complex mix of policies
pursued by the EU. While some EU policies promote market liberalisation, some
develop market regulation, and others promote European political integration
(including both deepening and widening the EU).83 Euroscepticism, whatever its
overall degree of ‘hardness’ or ‘softness’, must, Hooghe, Marks and Wilson suggest,
always therefore be seen in terms of opposition to specific aspects of the EU project.
Such opposition, they suggest, is rooted in and given coherence by ideologicallyderived models of European political economy. ODS’s stance before 1997
approximates to what these authors identify as neo-liberal euroscepticism, a stance
typical the liberal-conservative family of parties, in which ODS is most often
included.
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While supportive of aspects of integration such as the European Single

Market, which free up markets, these parties’ euroscepticism has been triggered by
their opposition to post-Maastricht European level re-regulation and the erosion of
national sovereignties, both of which limit the scope for competition between different
national economic models.85 When viewed in this perspective, what is striking is that
the ‘hardening’ of ODS position after 1997 did not simply take the form of an
intensification or development of its neo-liberal critique.
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The party did not, for

example, seek to the defend of national sovereignty as a means of exploiting the
Czech Republic’s comparative advantages as a low-wage, low-regulation economy.
Rather, its post-1997 position focused more narrowly on opposition to deepening
political integration, the weakening of national states and the erosion of the autonomy
and identity of Czechs as a national community. In doing so, it combined newly
articulated notions of ‘realism’ in international relations with traditional Czech
nationalism, also flirting with previously uncharacteristic discourses of social
conservatism and ‘national cohesion’. This suggests that the change in ODS’s
euroscepticism was part of a broader ideological shift. As Marks, Hooghe and
Wilson note in work on Western Europe, centre-right eurosceptic positions on
European integration are often rooted not just in neo-liberal political economy, but
also in nationalist and socially conservative values, which can be conceived as part of
second ‘values’ axis, crosscutting the conventional left-right axis of distributional
conflict.86 ODS’s hardening euroscepticism, therefore, seems to imply a shift in
political space, moving the party to a more socially conservative position.87 The
possibility that a broader ideological realignment might be under way was also hinted
at by the interest shown by Jan Zahradil in the newly formed Alliance for a Europe of
Nations (AEN) grouping, uniting a variety of parties all of which fall within a loose
family of ‘national movements’, distinct from more historically rooted centre-right
party families.88 AEN members include the Gaullist RPF of Charles Pasqua and
Italy’s National Alliance, as well as Ireland’s Fianna Fail with which ODS has
excellent relations.

Causal Mechanisms for Party Euroscepticism
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The changing make-up of ODS euroscepticism and ideology raises important issues
about the causation of party-based euroscepticism. Initial debates over the
determinants of party positions on European integration have generally centred on
whether they are primarily determined by electoral strategies and institutional factors
such as electoral systems and party system formats,89 or whether party origins,
ideology and identity play a greater determining role.90 Although writers on both sides
of the argument accept that both sets of factors are relevant and that in practice they
interact, most avoid direct consideration of their relationship noting only that it is
complex.91 In their innovative work on agrarian parties, Sitter and Batory do,
however, formulate a ‘three stage model’ of causation for party based euroscepticism,
based on a relatively straightforward hierarchy of factors.92 In the first instance, they
argue, certain parties have a cleavage-based predisposition towards euroscepticism,
reflecting the preferences of a party's electorate or, in cases where its cleavage base is
residual or indeterminate, on a party’s identity, values and ideology. This basic stance
is subsequently modified, sometimes quite radically, by a party’s medium-long term
strategic orientation, which reflect its competitive position within a given party
system. Such strategic orientations will typically trade off the competing claims of
internal party stability, office holding and the achievement of policy goals.93 Finally,
short-term tactical considerations, usually reflecting the imperatives of coalition
formation, may further modify a party’s precise stance on specific issues.
This three stage model works well for a party family with a well-defined core
constituency and historical identity such as farmers’ parties in Scandinavia and
Eastern Europe, which are relatively minor actors in their national party systems and
operate in a strategic context largely determined by bigger parties.94 It can be extended
with relatively little difficulty to analyse large the positioning on European integration
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of de-ideologised catch-all formations in established West European democracies,
which have emerged from historic parties and movements with clear social and
ideological roots.95 However, the case of ODS suggests, for a broad East Central
European catch-all party formed to meet the exigencies of post-communist
transformation, such 'stages' of causation premised on a dichotomy between ideology
and strategy may not be sustainable.

Cleavage, Party Identity and Party Ideology
There has been a considerable debate as to whether European integration is a distinct
cleavage or issue dimension capable of being translated into structures of domestic
party competition. In post-communist East Central Europe, this debate is complicated
by the fact that party-forming cleavages differed from classical cleavage structures in
core West Europe states, in both type and configuration. They also appear less deeply
rooted in distinct social structures, tending to reside in more defuse, individualised
values and judgements such as approaches to nationalism and citizenship, or in
responses to macro-political processes such as regime change, democratisation or
post-communist socio-economic transformation.96 Despite the presence in postcommunist party systems of some classic, structural-historical divisions, such as
centre-periphery, rural-urban and religious-secular cleavages, which sometimes
sustain small historic or interest-based parties,97 the dominant catch-all parties of left
and right in post-communist Europe are based upon such diffuse, non-structural
cleavages.98 There seems no reason, however, why European integration and its
recasting of the role of the national state cannot be regarded as such a non-structural
cleavage.
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More problematic, however, is determining how a newly emerging

European ‘cleavage’ can be mapped onto the broader sets of socio-economic and
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value cleavages underlying post-communist party systems. Euroscepticism in postcommunist Europe has often been related to the division between 'winners' and 'losers'
in socio-economic transformation. Transition ‘winners’, it is argued, tend to be more
europhile, given that European integration reinforces the market and liberal
institutions and values from which they benefit. ‘Losers’, by contrast, are more
eurosceptic, given their perceived disempowerment by such institutions and values.100
However, while the strong euroscepticism of parties of the far left and far right – in
the both Republic and East and Central Europe more generally - do reflect the
preferences of electorates of elderly, unskilled, rural and economically deprived
transition ‘losers’,101 this clearly not the case with ODS and its relatively young,
wealthy, educated and urban electorate.102
In some Central and East European states such as Poland and Hungary the scepticism
towards European integration of some centre-right parties can be related to long
standing socio-cultural and historical cleavages between Westernising liberalism and a
national-populist conservativism.103 This is again, however, not the case in the Czech
Republic. Despite the more nationalistic and conservative positions explored by ODS
after 1997, the Czech party competition has since the early 1990s been
overwhelmingly defined by a single conventional left-right axis over the extent to
which resources should be allocated by the market or the state.104 Opinion polls have,
moreover, consistently shown that, to the extent that Czech voters’ views on EU
membership coincide with a left-right division, it is supporters of the right, including
the overwhelming majority of ODS supporters, who strongly favour EU accession.105
Moreover, unlike centre-right formations in neighbouring Poland and Hungary, ODS
was formed as a self-consciously ‘new’ force created to address the demands of postcommunist transformation, and, until recently, was not obviously influenced by pre28

communist right-wing or nationalist traditions, which were, in any case, historically
weak in the Czech Lands.106
More purchase is gained if we consider ODS’s ideology and party (family) identity,
rather than its role in representing a cleavage. This is essentially the approach taken by
Marks and Wilson,107 who argue parties respond differently to European integration
over time, as the nature of that integration evolves, in ways that can be predicted from
their historically derived party family identity. In the past two decades liberalconservative parties, such as ODS, they suggest, have evolved from initial enthusiasm
for European integration as an economic project centring on a single European
market, to euroscepticism, as the political implications of integration become clear. As
suggested above, ODS’s early trajectory on the question of European integration
seems to fit this model well. Václav Klaus’s speeches and writings repeatedly
highlight that for him, as for of liberal-conservative leaders in Europe, the signing of
the Maastricht Treaty in 1992 represented the key turning point at which European
integration turned away from its original liberalising mission and took on an
unacceptable federalist course. The role of party family identity is further confirmed
by the obvious transfer of key aspects of eurosceptic thinking to ODS from an AngloAmerican context. This is, for example, clearly the case with the Manifesto of Czech
Eurorealism’s advocacy of the ‘Hong Kong solution’ of becoming a free market
entrepot linked to NAFTA as an alternative to EU membership, an idea canvassed by
a number of leading British Conservatives, including their current leader.108 However,
as argued above, ODS's turn towards a euroscepticism based on the defence of
‘national interests’ was less not a simple response to the logic of European integration
per se, but part of a broader ideological shift to a more conservative-national
ideology.109
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This undermines the assumption made by both ‘ideological’ and ‘strategic’ analysts of
party-based euroscepticism that, while party positions on European integration may
change in response to both the dynamics of integration itself and the pressures of party
competition, party identities and ideologies are in all cases relatively well established.
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The case of ODS suggest that this assumption may not well founded. This implies

that, in a Central European context, the relationship between party euroscepticism and
cleavage, identity and ideology may be more complex than the clear, hierarchical
pattern of causation suggested by Sitter and Batory.

Euroscepticism as a Mobilising and Realignment Strategy
The second set of factors highlighted are the strategic imperatives of party
competition, which, may lead a party both to take up the issue of European integration
and adopt specific stances. For party elites faced with weak structural cleavages, or
unconstrained by strong party organisations, which often act as repositories of party
identity and ideology, (re)positioning their parties over an emerging issue such as
European integration may largely be determined by strategic incentives, such as vote
maximization or the prospect of

gaining political office. At first sight such

considerations seem particularly applicable to larger, newer parties in East Central
Europe, which typically have weak social roots and limited party organization and
seek to make broad ‘catch all’ appeals to relatively open electorates.111 ODS can be
regarded as just such a Central European catch-all party: Despite developing an
increasingly loyal electorate, it has consistently followed an office-seeking logic based
on vote maximisation, rather than attempting to represent defined constituencies as
small confessional, class or interest-based parties do.112 It has also avoided the more
limited targeted appeals to particular social groups, such as rural residents or an
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embryonic ‘nationally-minded’ middle class made by conservative-national centreright formations in Poland and Hungary.113
In this context, the ‘new’ ODS euroscepticism after 1997, which took the party to the
verge of rejecting EU membership, appears anomalous and seems to lack any strategic
rationale. Comparative surveys of party euroscepticism suggest that broad,
programmatically-based, catch-all parties of centre-left and centre-right, which are (or
are likely to be) actors in governing coalitions, tend not to be strongly eurosceptic or
to adopt only milder forms of euroscepticism when faced with competitive pressures
to do so.114 Where ‘harder’ euroscepticism is found within such parties, it is argued, it
tends to be confined to factions of limited influence. The competitive context of
Czech party politics between 1997 and 2002 seems to confirm these observations.
ODS’s carefully crafted euroscepticism served only to divide the party from potential
coalition partners on both the centre/centre-right and centre-left and failed to match
the preferences of its electorate on European integration. The issue of Europe also
lacked salience for both ODS supporters and voters generally.115 ODS, like the British
Conservatives,116 therefore appears anomalous both in the (increasing) ‘hardness’ of
its euroscepticism and in the fact that euroscepticism was part of the party
mainstream. Historical factors, such as the role of Empire mark out British
conservatism and the UK party system as a special case. 117 However, there seem few
such distinguishing features for a medium sized post-communist Central European
state such as the Czech Republic explaining the stance of the Czech centre-right on
Europe.
To explain ODS’s strategically inexplicable stance, we need to move beyond the
image of dynamic, but predictable patterns of party competition, which inform much
the emerging literature, to consider the strategic repertoire and cognitive templates
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developed for party competition by ‘new’, centre-right catch-all parties in postcommunist East Central Europe. Far from being de-ideologised teams of office
seekers on the pattern West European catch-all parties – or even technocratic postcommunist social democrats118 – centre-right parties in East Central Europe are often
highly ideologised not to say ideologically militant. Most are the recent successors of
opposition movements, whose rhetoric and identity are shaped by the experience of
regime change and the intense and polarised 'politics of mobilisation' that followed it,
when fundamental issues such as regime type, political identity or the basic direction
of post-communist transformation are contested.119 In such a period charismatic,
political entrepreneurs are relatively free to frame these issues to mass publics in new
ways. The rise of Klaus's ODS in 1991-2, when it reframed economic reform,
decommunisation and Czech-Slovak relations within a new right-wing discourse,120
delegitimising and marginalising competitors as being knowingly or unknowingly
against reform, is a clear instance of such politics.121
In subsequent elections in 1998 and 2002, fought as a non-incumbent party at a time
when the key institutional and policy choices for transformation had already been
made, ODS continued to frame the issues in terms of regime change. In both
campaigns it, thus, contrasted a supposedly unreliable and dangerous left-wing
opposition to its own chosen role as guarantor of the Czech Republic’s democratic
and market-oriented development. In the 2002 election campaign, for example, more
than 1.3 million Czech households received a pre-recorded telephone message from
Václav Klaus warning that
‘... our future is in danger. Don’t give any opportunity to those who are
burdening us with debt and taking our freedom from us. I want to do everything
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to ensure that to ensure that our children can live in prosperity and freedom. We
have a fateful choice ahead of us...’ 122
A similar mobilisation strategy was identifiable in the campaigning of Hungary’s
Fidesz-MPP for the 1998 and 2002 elections and in the Polish right’s attempts to win
the presidency.123 It is in the context of a political strategy seeking to repeat the party's
successful electoral mobilisations of 1992 and 1998 that ODS’s use of ‘harder’
euroscepticism in the late 1990s must be viewed. Despite the party's respectable
showing in the June 1998 elections, ODS leaders seem to have been aware that, given
the party’s failure to implement a successful radical free market economic programme
in government and subsequent support for a minority social democratic government,
ODS could no longer credibly present itself as a vehicle for successful neo-liberal
transformation or as a guarantor against an irresponsible centre-left.124
ODS’s turn towards harder line euroscepticism can therefore be interpreted as an
electoral and political mobilisation strategy, similar in many ways that the used during
its formative years to frame post-communist transformation. As in the early 1990s, the
party’s campaigning over Europe after 1997 stressed the need for a 'realist' view of
politics based on arbitrating between conflicting interests, in the latter case national
interests. Its depiction of its europhile opponents as intellectual elites with a covert
left-wing agenda, detached from the people and the nation, also echoed its
presentation of centrist ex-dissidents in debates over economic reform in early-mid
1990s.125 Speaking to a party gathering June 2000, Václav Klaus, for example,
emphasised that ODS was not ‘a group of café society intellectuals for whom EU
entry is an academic exercise in rhetoric or in formulating visions of salvation in the
so-called “globalising world”. (….) …. [or] play[ing] the role of enlightened teachers
preaching to our supposedly benighted citizens about the “advantages and
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disadvantages” of Czech membership in the EU, but a force which would represent
their interests precisely on those issues, which have now become relevant to our newly
free and sovereign national community’.126
Paradoxically, however, ODS’s use of euroscepticism as mobilisation strategy was
paralleled by a number of initiatives suggesting a realignment of the Czech party
system away from the left-right polarisation of the 1990s. From summer 2000 ODS
started advocated a ‘super grand coalition’ of all non-communist parliamentary
parties, rather than the formation of a centre-right coalition of the type that existed
between 1992 and 1997. Although rejected by some ODS leaders and supported by
others only as a short-term expedient, certain ODS figures such as Petr Nečas argued
that working with the Social Democrats could become a durable arrangement based
upon co-operation over such issues of ‘national interest’ such as reform of the welfare
system and EU entry.127 Although triggered by its loss of office, it therefore seems
that ODS’s growing euroscepticism after 1997 was less a predictable response to
dynamics of

party competition, than part of a broader ideological realignment,

attempting to address the lack of predictable patterns of competition in a relatively
new party system.

Internal Dynamics and Party Institutionalisation - a Missing Link?
Electoral defeat and loss of office can lead not only to changes in a party’s electoral
strategy, but also to ideological and policy change, often associated with changes in
the internal balance of power in a party's ‘dominant coalition’.128 The rich literature on
domestic political disputes surrounding EU membership provides a wealth of
examples of how internally divisive these issues can be for political parties.129 EU
membership has in different contexts divided governing parties and governing
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coalitions, usually leading them to avoid or downplay the issue, while acting as a
rallying point for others.130 However, there has been little systematic assessment of
how internal party dynamics forms have affected parties’ changing stances on
integration. The case of ODS suggests that for many newer parties and party systems,
internal power relations and patterns of institutionalisation may have considerable
bearing in determining the adoption of such positions.
The first point to note is that ODS’s growing internal crisis of the mid 1990s,
culminating in the split of 1997-98, largely represented a breakdown of the
institutionalisation process.131 In supporting Václav Klaus almost regardless of the
circumstances of the funding scandal, the majority of ODS delegates in effect chose to
make the party a formation based largely on a bond of trust with its charismatic
founder and leader, retarding the party’s development towards becoming an ‘end in
itself’. However, the shift in the internal balance of power in ODS - rooted in its
problems of institutionalisation - had more immediate political consequences for the
party’s European policy.
Václav Klaus was a powerful charismatic figure, popularly seen as the 'architect of
economic reform', who was the dominant public face of the Civic Democratic Party
from its foundation in April 1991 until December 2002, provoking frequent
accusations that it was ‘a one-man party’.132 However, despite ODS’s centralised
organisational structure, from an early stage Klaus was constrained both by the party's
grassroots and by less prominent, but politically significant, figures in the leadership,
such as Josef Zieleniec, the former Czech Foreign Minister (1992-7) and ODS cofounder and deputy Chairman between 1992 and 1997. While grassroots activists
were often able to use ODS’s internal democratic mechanisms to challenge Klaus’s
organisational and personnel preferences, they lacked the ability and resources to
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generate or influence alternative high policy or programmatic orientations.133
However, Zieleniec and others in the ODS elite do seem to have exerted
countervailing pressures on Klaus over issues of high policy, including the party’s
European policy. Indeed, Klaus's own published writings record an occasion in 1994
pressure from Zieleniec made him abandon a series of highly critical remarks on the
Visegrad group. The existence of such elite-level pressures to moderate his sceptical
stance towards European integration may explain the division between Klaus's own
markedly eurosceptic agenda and the more balanced position of official ODS
documents during the early 1990s.
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By contrast, the new cohort of younger ODS

politicians, such as Nečas and Zahradil, who were elected to the party leadership after
1997, having previously held second rank positions, owed their advancement in the
party to their endorsement of Klaus's leadership and lacked independent political
authority. Many had, moreover, formed their political views in the ideologicallycharged ‘politics of mobilisation’ of 1990s and were, in any case, often more inclined
towards assertive and radical positions than Klaus.135 ODS shift to a more overtly
charismatic mode of leadership thus (re)created a situation, where the Klaus's personal
views on high policy, including his euroscepticism, went largely uncontested and were
rapidly diffused throughout the party as official policy.136
However, as well as reflecting the changing balance of internal power, ODS’s new
emphasis on defending national interests against the EU also served to maintain party
cohesion by bridging the ideological divisions that had opened up since 1997.
Following the unravelling of the party’s vision of 1990s of rapid post-communist
transformation based on a neo-liberal economic miracle rooted in the Czech national
character,
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growing tensions developed between neo-liberal and neo-conservative

elements in ODS and on the Czech right more generally. Despite the reservations
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entertained some senior ODS figures, the post-1997 eurosceptic agenda also provided
a set of themes around which both ideological camps in the party, as well as ODS’s
less ‘political’ local activists and representatives, could unite with little difficulty.138
This unifying effect can, for example, be seen by the contrasting views of two of the
most vocal advocates of ODS’s eurosceptic policies on Europe after 1997, Jan
Zahradil and Petr Nečas. While Zahradil, stands firmly on ODS’s social liberal wing,
Nečas is a neo-conservative keen, where possible, to introduce a US-style social
agenda of ‘family values’ to Czech politics.139

Conclusions
This paper has sought, using the case of the Civic Democratic Party, to examine the
relationship between the development of a centre-right party in post-communist
Central Europe and its increasingly hardline eurosceptic positions. It has mapped the
evolution of ODS’s position on the issue of European integration, distinguishing a
relatively restrained and multi-layered euroscepticism in the period 1992-97, and a
more elaborated, strident and explicitly 'national' post-1997 critique, which occupied a
central place in the party's programme and rhetoric until 2002. It has also sought to
distinguish between the euroscepticism of Václav Klaus and the more moderate
official position of the party before 1997.
The paper has suggested that the intersection of the growing domestic weakness of the
Czech centre right and the acceleration of European enlargement and integration
processes in the mid-late 1990s created a context favouring a turn by ODS towards
greater euroscepticism. However, the specific enabling factors were the renewed
personal dominance of Václav Klaus in the party and the related circulation of party
elites, and the growing need to fill a growing ideological vacuum with themes
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commanding broad majority support in the party. The new more hardline
euroscepticism of ODS of the late 1990s radicalised elements of the party's earlier
programme and ideology, laying greater emphasis on the previously submerged theme
of a distinct Czech national community, whilst downplaying neo-liberal aspects which
had had great prominence in the early-mid 1990s.
The paper has also sought to reflect in more theoretical terms upon the causal
mechanisms, which may lead centre-right parties in the region towards eurosceptic
positions. The case of ODS suggests that, in addition to problems of
institutionalisation, East Central European centre-right parties’ origins as engines of
regime change and post-communist transformation can leave them vulnerable to
ideological exhaustion and crises of party identity, as the great issues of regime
change and transformation recede. This makes the newly emerging issue of European
integration a highly attractive one for them to take up. European integration is both
comparable in importance and scope to earlier aspects of post-communist
transformation, and has an apparent potential to mobilise and realign mass electorates
in the way these issues did in the early 1990s.
ODS’s development between 1991 and 2002 suggests for ‘new’ parties of the Central
European centre-right the relationship between ideology or identity and the
imperatives of party competition may not be the straightforward trade-off between
deep structures and shorter-term political electoral strategies, suggested by the
emerging literature. For such parties, ideology (and identity formation) and party
strategy appear more as parallel tracks, than the hierarchical ‘stages’ detectable in
older, better institutionalised political formations. For ‘new’ parties of the East
Central European centre right, although ideology and strategy remain distinct spheres,
changes in strategy, this research suggests, often entail the rethinking of relatively
38

weakly established party ideologies. Conversely, ideological debates, seeking to fill
the vacuum left by the passing of post-communist transformation as political issues,
tend to have clear ramifications for party strategy. In the case of ODS, this can be
clearly seen in the reaction of those who took the new theme of ‘national interests’ as
implying a new model of party competition based on left-right cooperation against
liberal and centrist forces. The unexpected election of Václav Klaus as Czech
President in February 2003 with the concerted support of Communist deputies, in part
attracted by his defence of ‘national interests’ in debates over the Beneš Decrees,
suggest that such a realignment could indeed come to pass. 140
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Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the ‘Czechs on the Verge of Europe’
conference, School of Slavonic and East European Studies, London, 25 January, 2002
and at the 30th ECPR Joint Sessions of Workshops, Turin, 22-27 March, 2002. I
would like to thank participants in discussions at both events for their comments and
contributions. I would also like to thank Geoffrey Pridham for a very helpful
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